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PettFranklin

➢ Specialise in design and implementation of mainstream employee share schemes 
such as SIPs and also conversion of companies to EOT (John Lewis style) employee 
ownership

➢ Law Firm

➢ But multi disciplinary 

➢ Training office for the ICAEW and the Law Society ( currently have trainees for 
both qualifications)

➢ Experts in financial aspects of share schemes ie Valuation, Financial Projections 
and Modelling, Accounting for Share Schemes and use of Black Scholes 
mathematics for employee share schemes

➢ Innovative Firm at crossover of law and  accounting/valuation 

➢ William Franklin a Chartered Accountant founded PettFranklin over 10 years ago 
with David Pett the leading share scheme lawyer
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SIPs Basics

➢ Free shares up to £3600 pa

➢ Partnership shares up to £1800 pa

➢ Matching free shares up to £3600 pa

£9000 pa 

Also Dividend shares 
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Tax Relief

➢ Free and Matching Tax Free

➢ Partnership Shares Tax and NIC relief

➢ Without being awarded under a SIP scheme the award of free shares would be 
taxable  employment income 

➢ Held for 5 years Tax free sale
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Key Requirements

➢ All employee

➢ Similar terms

➢ Held in a SIP Trust

➢ Independent company
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History

➢ New Labour new millennium initiative to encourage employee ownership

➢ EMI options

➢ SIP – replace existing Approved Profit Sharing (APS) scheme

➢ Withdrawal of SAYE (abandoned)
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Outcomes

➢ EMI – widely recognised as a huge success

➢ SIP – somewhat disappointing 
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Why?

➢ SAYE continued as established and standardised preferred scheme used by 

many larger  quoted companies

➢ 3 years for tax free under APS extended to 5 years under SIPs --so less 

attractive—probably a major design flaw when SAYE can be only 3 years

➢ Complex rules and  administration for leavers and where there are sales in 

less than 5 years 

➢ Cost effective administration solutions not available for smaller companies
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FA 2013 Reforms

➢ Significantly easier for unquoted companies to operate SIP because SIP shares 

alone can be subject to restrictions—remedied a major design defect in the  

original legislation 

➢ But take up still low in unquoted sector and in smaller quoted company sector
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Why low take up?

➢ Significance of 2013 reforms poorly understood by advisors

➢ Little experience of applying SIPs in unquoted companies

➢ Admin costs disproportionate for smaller companies

➢ For quoted sector fear that it will use up dilution limit head rooms and 
squeeze out space for executive share schemes 

➢ Reluctance of owners to share equity with all employees – what's the point of 
it?

➢ P/E back companies often failed to meet the independence test and could not 
qualify
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Practical Limitations

➢ All employee scheme, so cannot make top up awards for joiners or exclude 

poor performers

➢ Unquoted companies need agreed HMRC  valuations (to stay within small 

individual annual  limits) But pre grant valuation agreements with HMRC can 

be obtained

➢ There are complex clawbacks of tax relief. Need to explain risk to employees 

at the outset.
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Issues

➢ Doesn’t help members of transitory workforces much if at all

➢ Could shut out younger and poorer employees who cannot afford to buy 

shares and miss out on partnership and matching shares . But could receive 

Free shares.

➢ “Paradox of unwelcome  choice” – can create complex and unfamiliar design 

decisions for companies  Needs informed and careful guidance 
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Major Attractions

➢ Managed employee ownership without cluttered share register because of 

trust

➢ Real employee ownership and potential to build valuable  tax free holding  in 

employer firm

➢ Dividends  of up to £2000 could be paid tax free

➢ Corporation Tax Relief on shares transferred into a SIP Trust

➢ Employment Tax reliefs and subsidies on acquisition 

➢ Retention, reward and sense  and reality of ownership 
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Design Issues 

➢ Consider administration consequences and try to “keep things simple”

➢ Consider restrictions on shares eg voting rights ,forfeiture on leavers

➢ Minimum holding periods for employees

➢ Exit route for unquoted company

➢ Think ahead about where  shares are coming from and how many will be needed now and in 
the future 

➢ Valuation policy for unquoted shares ( needs to be consistent with s 273 TCGA92(price shares 
would fetch on sale in an open market) 

➢ Why have complexity of dividend shares when employees can now receive first £2000 tax free 
each year?

➢ SIP trust is a purpose trust and use of shares in SIP trust is  limited to SIP. Should   shares 
intended in the future to be used for SIP awards be held in a more flexible  separate holding 
or feeder trust?

➢ An all potential features SIP scheme or a focused SIP scheme? Paradox of having to 
understand and make too many  design choices for hypothetical situations
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Share Scheme for a Post 

Covid 19 world?

➢ SIPs as an alternative to pay increases

➢ SIPs as a benefit of being an employee 

➢ being able to use it a benefit for the firm of  HAVING EMPLOYEES rather than just contractors

➢ SIPs as a real way of showing we are all owners of the company and “all in it together”

➢ If government funding of companies leads to debt to equity swaps SIPs could be a “shovel 
ready” vehicle for transferring these shares to employees rather than “permanent” state 
ownership

➢ SIPs as a condition of other share schemes ;to drive wider employee share ownership ?

➢ SIPs as a condition/route  for being able to obtain an HMRC agreed valuation of an unquoted 
company for other share schemes ?

➢ Lean against forces widening wealth inequality in society –levelling up?
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Employee Communication

➢ Explain how to join

➢ Explain the benefits

➢ Explain how it works

➢ Do not forget it once set up and make sure employees understand and value it

➢ Integrate with  other messages 
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William Franklin            
william.franklin@pettfranklin.com

0121 281 5800

Twitter: www.twitter.com/pettfranklin

www.pettfranklin.com

mailto:william.franklin@pettfranklin.com
http://www.twitter.com/pettfranklin
http://www.pettfranklin.com/


Questions & Comments



Resources – “It’s Our Business”



Resources – Bulletins

To subscribe: 
https://fsclub.zyen.com

/#Subscribe

https://fsclub.zyen.com/




Thank You

Forthcoming Webinars

Visit https://fsclub.zyen.com/events/webinars/

More added every day…

10 July 2020 (11:00) Building A Global Britain

13 July 2020 (11:00) Transforming The Post Pandemic World

16 July 2020 (11:00) Tools Of Engagement – The Power Of All-Employee Plans

17 July 2020 (11:00) Portfolio Protection & Securities Class Actions – I’ll Opt For A Slice!

21 July 2020 (11:00) Share Valuation: The Wisdom On Price-Setting For Your Employee Share Schemes

https://fsclub.zyen.com/events/webinars/

